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We pre-setup your UniGrabber controller...

Plug in your UniGrabber controller...

Adjust some Uniwell POS settings...

Specifically designed for 
Uniwell point of sale.

UniGrabber can interface the StickyFeet platform  
to almost any Uniwell POS...including yours. 

Using a single controller per location the UniGrabber interfaces across your network directly 
to your Uniwell point of sale terminals.

This means that the clerk has a seamless interface to apply and deduct points and gift 
card values.  And because all data is transacted through your Uniwell point of sale, your 
points and giftcard sales and redemptions are documented in the Uniwell POS. 

This same sales data details allow you to track exactly who spent how much as well as 
where and when they spent it. 

With UniGrabber all the details from every loyalty and gift card transactions are uploaded 
directly to StickyFeet.  This extra valuable information enhances your analytical data as 
well as your marketing customer segmentation, customer promotions and more.
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UniGrabber uses our proprietary configuration database to ensure the best in interface 
connectivity.

All UniGrabber controllers are pre-configured and pre-tested so as to ensure the 
simplest rollout installation for you and your company.

Increase Consumer Experience  with 
more engaged “Touch-Points”.
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UniGrabber 
Controller Description Set Up Costs

One single UniGrabber controller 
manages up to five enabled Uniwell 

point of sale terminals 
@ each location. 

note1:  all Uniwell POS must be on the same network.
note2:  some POS set-up changes may be required.

 * One Time Set Up *
$299.00

usually done via a pre-
configuration and pre-test 

before shipping the 
UniGrabber controller. 

 * Only NINE Bucks 
*

$9.00 
$9 uplift per month per 

location with any StickyFeet 
customer engagement 

platform from IQ Gecko.

Use the UniGrabber to deliver points and gain loyalty consumers.  An increased loyalty 
base improves your customer experience and increases touch-point opportunities by 
delivering relevant marketing and advertisements messages in response to their known 
consumer buying behaviour.  This in turn leads to higher shopping frequency and sales.
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Selected as the platform of 
choice by Suncorp Bank.

Have your EFTPOS, GiftCard 
and Loyalty on one device.

Apple Passbook notable 
features include geofencing 
of merchant locations and 

push notifications. 

Speak
Phone: (+61 2) 8007.6440
Toll Free: 1.800.814.748

Drop in for a Cuppa
Visit: Unit 16, 276 New Line Road in 
sunny Dural, NSW, Australia (northwest of 

Sydney and maybe 15-minutes from North Ryde)

Write
StickyFeet@IQGecko.com.au
Facsimile: (+61 2) 8588.1237
Post: 2 Denison Place, Windsor 
Downs, NSW, 2756

Your pro-active and 
automated marketing team.

“Automagically”

Now you can be with your 
customer everywhere 
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BeanHooked
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IQ Gecko: about IQ Genius

Your Pro-active and Automated Marketing Team

Loyalty Card alone = 3.4% sales increase
Card + Customer Engagement = 22.1% sales increase

Myer 2009 Prospectus

The Maths: 3.4% x 6.5 = 22.1% 

Highly profitable, automated and precisely targeted 
marketing campaigns launched from a single customer 

transaction. 

IQ Genius is a turn-key, automated marketing department 
with built-in features that every merchant needs.  And IQ 

Genius is already integrated to StickyFeet.

Instead of running reports and formulating a belated 
action - you can set IQ Genius to automatically 
trigger the relevant and personalized engagement 
campaign(s) when the designated set of 
circumstances happen. 

Of course IQ Genius is already interfaced with both 
Email and SMS/Text engines.

It' s not just "Genius" 
it' ’s IQ Genius.... 

This equates to a 
6.5 x increase multiple 

with Customer Engagement

IQ Gecko     Unit 16, 276 New Line Road, Dural, NSW, Australia, 2756     T: (+612) 8007.6440     W: iqgecko.com.au

Know Thy Customer...

CONNECTING TO ANY POS
INCLUDING YOURS
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Pixie-Passbook

We connect to almost 
any Point of Sale........ 

including yours

A Tablet Management System 
(TMS) gives pro-active cloud-
based marketing, advertising 

and much more.

Questions?  Queries?  Concerns?  Or looking for additional module 
features such as the ones listed below?

Contact us and we will be happy to assist.

Want to get in touch?

Contact us now.
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